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We present a mesoscopic model of the ﬂuid–wall interactions for ﬂows in microchannel
geometries. We deﬁne a suitable implementation of the boundary conditions for a
discrete version of the Boltzmann equations describing a wall-bounded single-phase
ﬂuid. We distinguish diﬀerent slippage properties on the surface by introducing a slip
function, deﬁning the local degree of slip for hydrodynamical ﬁelds at the boundaries.
The slip function plays the role of a renormalizing factor which incorporates, with
some degree of arbitrariness, the microscopic eﬀects on the mesoscopic description.
We discuss the mesoscopic slip properties in terms of slip length, slip velocity, pressure
drop reduction (drag reduction), and mass ﬂow rate in microchannels as a function
of the degree of slippage and of its spatial distribution and localization, the latter
parameter mimicking the degree of roughness of the ultra-hydrophobic material in
real experiments. We also discuss the increment of the slip length in the transition
regime, i.e. at O(1) Knudsen numbers.
Finally, we compare our results with molecular dynamics investigations of the
dependence of the slip length on the mean channel pressure and local slip properties
and with the experimental dependence of the pressure drop reduction on the
percentage of hydrophobic material deposited on the surface.

1. Introduction
The physics of molecular interactions at ﬂuid–solid interfaces is a very active
research area with a signiﬁcant impact on many emerging applications in materials;
science, chemistry, micro/nanoengineering, biology and medicine, see Ho & Tai
(1998), Gad-el’Hak (1999), Whitesides & Stroock (2001), Lion et al. (2003). As
for most problems connected with surface eﬀects, ﬂuid–solid interactions become
particularly important for micro- and nano-devices, whose physical behaviour is
largely aﬀected by high surface/volume ratios. Recently, owing to an ever-increasing
interest in microﬂuidics and MEMS (micro-electromechanical system)-based devices,
experimental capabilities to test and analyse such systems have undergone remarkable
progress.
In this paper, we shall focus on ﬂows in micro-channels, a subject which has recently
become accessible to systematic experimental studies thanks to the developments of
silicon technology and polymeric devices (see Whitesides & Stroock 2001; Karniadakis
& Benskok 2002; Tabeling 2003, and references therein).
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Classical hydrodynamics postulates that a ﬂuid ﬂowing over a solid wall sticks to
the boundaries, i.e. the hydrodynamical ﬁeld shares the same velocity of the surfaces,
(Batchelor 1967; Massey 1989). This law, and its consequences, are veriﬁed at a
macroscopic level, where the characteristic scales of the ﬂow are much larger than
the molecular sizes. The situation changes drastically at a microscopic level. Many
experiments (Vinogranova 1999; Watanabe, Yanuar & Ugadawa 1999; Pit, Hervet &
Leger 2000; Choi et al. 2003; Craig, Neto & Williams 2001; Zhu & Granick 2001,
2002; Bonnacurso et al. 2002, 2003; Cheng & Giordano 2002; Baudry et al. 2001;
Tretheway & Meinhart 2002; Zhang, Zhu & Granick 2002; Vinogradova & Yabukov
2003; Maurer et al. 2004; Ou, Perot & Rothstein 2004) and numerical simulations
using molecular dynamics (Thompson & Robbins 1989; Thompson & Robbins 1990;
Bocquet & Barrat 1993; Thompson & Troian 1997; Barrat & Bocquet 1999a, b;
Cieplak, Koplik & Banavar 2001, Priezjev, Darhuber & Troian 2004) have shown
evidence that the solid–ﬂuid interactions are strongly aﬀected by the chemico-physical
properties and by the roughness of the surface. For example, water ﬂowing over a
hydrophilic, hydrophobic or super-hydrophobic surface, may develop quite diﬀerent
ﬂow proﬁles in micro-structures. One of the most relevant eﬀect is the appearance of
an eﬀective slip velocity, Vs , at the boundary, which, in turn, may imply a reduction
of the stress for a given kinematics, with a signiﬁcant enhancement of the overall
throughput (at a given pressure drop) (see Watanabe et al. 1999; Pit et al. 2000;
Baudry et al. 2001; Craig et al. 2001; Zhu & Granick 2001, 2002; Bonnacurso et al.
2002; Cheng & Giordano 2002; Tretheway & Meinhart 2002; Choi et al. 2003;
Vinogradova & Yabukov 2003). From the slip velocity, we deﬁne a slip length, Ls , as
the distance from the wall where the linearly extrapolated velocity proﬁle vanishes.
The experimental and theoretical picture is still under active development. No clear
systematic trend of the slip eﬀect as a function of the chemico-physical components
has been found to date. Slip lengths varying from hundreds of nm up to tens of
µm have been reported in the literature. Moreover, controversial claims about the
importance of the roughness of the surface and of the combined degree of roughness–
hydrophobicity have been presented. In simple ﬂows, roughness is expected to increase
the energy exchange with the boundaries, inducing a corresponding decrease in the
slippage. However, both increase and decrease of the slip length as a function of the
surface roughness have been claimed in the literature (Zhu & Granick 2001, 2002;
Bonnacurso et al. 2002, 2003). From a purely molecular point of view, a critical
parameter governing the solid–liquid interface is the contact angle (wetting angle).
Clean glass is highly hydrophilic, with an angle with water close to θ = 0◦ (perfect
wetting). Ultra-hydrophobic surfaces have been obtained which prove capable of
sustaining a contact angle with water as high as θ = 177◦ , a value at which water
droplets are almost spherical on the surface (Chen et al. 1999; Fadeev & Carthy 1999).
Some authors proposed that the increase in the slippage might be due to a
rarefaction of the ﬂow close to the wall, a depleted water region or vapour layer
should exist near a hydrophobic surface in contact with water (Sakurai et al. 1998;
Lum, Chandler & Weeks 1999; Tyrrell & Attard 2001; Schwendel et al. 2003). Recent
molecular dynamics simulations have also presented some evidence of a dewetting
transition, leading to a strong increase of the slip length, below some capillarity
pressure in microchannels with heterogeneous surfaces (Cottin-Bizonne et al. 2003,
2004). Most of the physical aspects must be assessed because of the dependence on
many chemical and geometrical details.
From the numerical point of view, molecular dynamics (MD) is the standard
tool to systematically investigate the problem (Boon & Yip 1991; Frenkel & Smit
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1995; Rapaport 1995). In MD, the solid–liquid and the liquid–liquid interactions
are introduced by using Lennard–Jones type potential (with interaction energies and
molecular diameters adjusted from experiments). By changing the interaction energies
we can tune the surface tension and, consequently, the contact angles. MD also oﬀers
the possibility of modelling the boundary geometries and roughness with a high
degree of ﬁdelity. The main limitation, however, is the modest range of space and
especially time scales, which can be simulated at a reasonable computational time,
typically a few nanoseconds (Koplik & Banavar 1991; Rapaport 1995).
The coupling between MD and hydrodynamic modes involves a huge gap of
space and time scales. An attempt to reproduce MD simulations of heterogeneous
microchannels with a continuum mechanical description based on Navier–Stokes
equations and suitable hydrodynamic boundary conditions has been proposed (CottinBizonne et al. 2003, 2004; Priezjev et al. 2004). Cottin-Bizonne et al. (2004) show that
some of the results obtained by MD simulations of a microchannel with a grooved
surface can be qualitatively reproduced using a Stokes equation for the incompressible
ﬂow, in combination with an heterogeneous boundary condition, linking the slip
velocity parallel to a ﬂat surface u (r) to the stress in the normal direction, n̂:
u (r) = b(r)∂n u (r),

(1.1)

where b(r) is a position-dependent normalized slip length mimicking the heterogeneity
of the microscopic level. The qualitative agreement with the results of MD simulations
can be obtained by properly tuning the b(r) values. In particular, they show that the
dewetting transition observed in MD simulations, for some values in the pressure–
volume diagram, is equivalent to the assumption, at the hydrodynamic level, that the
boundary surface is made up of alternating strips of free-shear (high slip length b(r))
and wetting material (low slip length).
In this paper, we aim mainly at ﬁlling the gap between the microscopic description
typical of MD, and the macroscopic level of the Navier–Stokes equations by using
a mesoscopic model based on the Boltzmann equation. In particular, we will use a
discrete model known as the lattice Boltzmann equation (LBE) with heterogeneous
boundary conditions.
The boundary condition (1.1), Maxwell (1879), arises naturally in a power expansion
of the Boltzmann equation in terms of the Knudsen number,
Kn = λ/L,
which is the ratio of the mean free path, λ, and a typical length of the channel, L. At
ﬁrst order in Kn, we obtain the Navier–Stokes equation with the Maxwell boundary
conditions above (Cercignani & Daneri 1963; Hadjiconstatinou 2003).
However, recent experimental results cast some doubt on the validity of this
construction above some critical value of the Knudsen number. Maurer et al. (2004)
report that above Kn ∼ 0.3 ± 0.1, both helium and nitrogen exhibit a nonlinear
dependence of the ﬂow rate on Kn which cannot be explained by solving the Stokes
equation with the ﬁrst-order slip boundary condition (1.1). For those values of Kn,
the ﬂow is in the so-called transition regime and it has been shown that the coupling
between hydrodynamic equations with a second-order boundary condition
u (r) = b1 (r)∂n u (r) + b2 (r)∂n2 u (r)

(1.2)

is more appropriate to ﬁt the experimental data (Maurer et al. 2004). The deﬁnition
of the mean free path for a dense liquid is not as straightforward as for an ideal gas,
because of the existence of a quasi-ordered structure on distance of the order of a
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few nanometres. However, using a practical deﬁnition of ‘eﬀective’ mean free path
from the connection between kinematic viscosity and the sound speed of the medium,
we can give an estimate of it. For example, for dense water at room temperature,
we obtain λ ∼ 1 nm. This leads to characteristic Knudsen numbers in the range of
10−6 ÷ 10−4 for microchannels.
The purpose of our investigation is twofold. First, we aim to develop a model
which allows a coarse-grained treatment of local eﬀects close to the ﬂow-surface
region, without delving into the detailed molecule–molecule description typical of
MD. Secondly, we wish to design a tool capable of describing ﬂuid motion also
beyond the linear Knudsen regime.
The underlying hope behind the present hydro-kinetic approach, is that the main
features of the ﬂuid–surface interactions can be rearranged into a suitable set of
renormalized LBE boundary conditions. This implies that all details of the contact
angle, the solid–ﬂuid interaction length, the local microscopic degree of roughness,
can, to some extent, be included within the local deﬁnition of eﬀective accommodation
factors governing the statistical interactions between the mesoscopic populations and
the solid walls (Lavallee, Boon & Noullez 1991; Luo 1998; Succi 2002; Sbragaglia &
Succi 2005; Zhu et al. 2005). In a more microscopic vein, we may also describe the
interactions between solid–liquid and liquid–liquid populations using a mean-ﬁeld
multi-phase LBE description (see Shan & Chen 1993, 1994; Swift, Osborn & Yeomans
1995; Verberg & Ladd 2000; Verberg et al. 2004; Kwok 2003. Results based on these
more sophisticated schemes will be reported in a forthcoming paper (Benzi et al.
2005).
The paper is organized as follows. In § 2, we brieﬂy revise the main ideas behind
the lattice versions of the Boltzmann equations and we present a natural way to
implement non-homogeneous slip and no-slip boundary conditions in the model.
In § 3, we discuss the hydrodynamic limit of the LBE previously introduced, with
particular emphasis on the form of the hydrodynamic boundary conditions in the
presence of slippage. In § 4, we present the numerical results at various Knudsen and
Reynolds numbers, as well as a function of the degree of slippage and localization.
Whenever directly applicable, we compare the results obtained within our mesoscopic
approach with (i) exact results in the limit of small Knudsen numbers obtained in the
hydrodynamic formalism (Philip 1972a, b; Lauga & Stone 2003); (ii) results obtained
with a microscopic approach using MD simulations (Cottin-Bizonne et al. 2004);
and (iii) experimental results of microchannels with ultrahydrophobic surfaces (Onda
et al. 1996; Bico, Marzolin & Quere 1999; Ou et al. 2004). Conclusions and discussion
follow in § 5. Technical details are given in the Appendices.
2. Lattice kinetic formulation
The Boltzmann equation describes the space–time evolution of the probability
density f (r, v, t) of ﬁnding a particle at position r with velocity v at a given time t. This
evolution is governed by the competition between free-particle motion and molecular
collisions which promote relaxation toward a non-homogeneous equilibrium, whose
distribution f eq (ρ, u), is the Maxwellian consistent with the local density, ρ(r), and
coarse grained velocity, u(r). The hydrodynamic variables are obtained as loworder moments of the velocity
distributions. In fact,

 the hydrodynamic density
and velocity are ρ(r, t) = dvf (r, v), and u(r, t) = dvvf (r, v), respectively. The
Navier–Stokes equations for the hydrodynamic ﬁelds are recovered in the limit of
small-Knudsen numbers using the Chapman–Enskog expansion (Cercignani 1991).
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The Boltzmann equation lives in a six-dimensional phase-space and consequently
its numerical solution is extremely demanding, and typically handled by stochastic
methods, primarily direct simulation Monte Carlo (for a review see Bird 1998).
However, in the last ﬁfteen years, a very appealing alternative (for hydrodynamic
purposes) has emerged in the form of lattice versions of the Boltzmann equations in
which the velocity phase space is discretized in a minimal form, through a handful
of properly chosen discrete speeds (of order 10 in two dimensions and 20 in three
dimensions – see Appendix A for details).
This leads to the lattice Boltzmann equations (LBE) for the probability density,
fl (r, t), where r runs over the discrete lattice, and the subscript l = 0, N − 1 labels the
N discrete velocity values allowed by the scheme, v ∈ {c0 , . . . cN−1 }, (Benzi, Succi &
Vergassola 1992; Chen & Doolen 1998; McNamara & Zanetti 1998; Wolf-Gladrow
2000; Succi 2001). It is suﬃcient to retain a limited numbers of discretized velocities
at each site to recover the Navier–Stokes equations in the hydrodynamic limit. In
two dimensions, the nine-speed 2DQ9 model (N = 9) is, in fact, one of the most used
two-dimensional LBE schemes, owing to its enhanced stability (Karlin, Ferrante &
Oettinger 1999). All three-dimensional simulations described in this paper are based
on the the 3DQ19 scheme (N = 19) (see ﬁgure A 1 for a graphical description of LBE
velocities in two and three dimensions). For the sake of concreteness, we shall refer
to the two-dimensional nine-speed 2DQ9 model, although the proposed analysis can
be extended in full generality to any other discrete-speed model living on a regular
lattice. We begin by considering the lattice Boltzmann equation in the following BGK
approximation (Bhatnagar, Gross & Krook 1954):
fl (r + cl , t + 1) − fl (r, t) = −


1
fl (r, t) − fl(eq) (ρ, u) + Fl ,
τ

(2.1)

where we have assumed lattice units δx = δt = 1. In (2.1), τ is the relaxation time to
the local equilibrium, which is proportional to the Knudsen number. The explicit
expression of the speed vectors, cl , of the lattice equilibrium distribution, fl(eq) (ρ, u)
and of the forcing term Fl required to reproduce a constant pressure drop, are
described in Appendix A. The hydrodynamic ﬁelds in the lattice version are expressed
by:


fl (r); ρ(r)u(r) =
cl fl (r).
(2.2)
ρ(r) =
l

l

Boundary conditions for lattice Boltzmann simulations of microscopic ﬂows have
been the object of much investigation in recent years (Ansumali & Karlin 2002a;
Lim et al. 2002; Niu, Shu & Chew 2004; Toschi & Succi 2005). In particular, we are
interested in studying the evolution of the LBE in a microchannel with heterogeneous
boundary conditions (H-LBE) – the simplest case being a sequence of two alternating
strips with diﬀerent slip properties, as depicted in ﬁgure 1. A general way of imposing
the boundary conditions in the LBE is

Bk̄,l̄ (r w )fl̄ (r w , t),
(2.3)
fk̄ (r w , t + 1) =
l̄

where the matrix Bk̄,l̄ is the discrete analogue of the boundary scattering kernel
expressing the ﬂuid-wall interactions. Here and in the following, we use the notation
r w to indicate the generic spatial coordinate over the surface of the wall and the indices
l̄, k̄ label the subset of incoming and outgoing velocities, respectively. To guarantee
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Figure 1. Typical geometry of the microchannel conﬁguration. We have periodic boundary
conditions along the streamwise, x̂, and spanwise, ŷ, directions. The two rigid walls at z = 0, Lz
are covered by two strips of width H and L − H , where (a) L = Lx for transversal strips and
(b) L = Ly for longitudinal strips. The two strips have diﬀerent slippage properties identiﬁed
by the values s0 and s1 . The ratio ξ = H /L identiﬁes the fraction of hydrophobic material
deposited on the surface. Typical sizes used in the LBE simulations are Lx = Ly = 64 grid
points and Lz = 84 grid points. This would correspond, for example, for an ordinary gas at
Kn = 10−3 , to a microchannel of height of the order of 100 µm.

conservation of mass and normal momentum, the following sum-rule applies:

Bk̄,l̄ (r w ) = 1.

(2.4)

k̄

On the assumption of ﬂuid stationarity, we can drop the dependence on t and write:

Bk̄,l̄ (r w )fl̄ .
(2.5)
fk̄ =
l̄

The simplest, non-trivial, application involves a slip function, s(r w ), representing
the probability for a particle to slip forward (conversely, 1 − s(r w ) corresponds
to the probability for the particle to be bounced back). If we focus, for example,
on the north-wall boundary condition (see ﬁgure A 1), the boundary kernel, on the
assumption of preserved density and zero normal component of the velocity ﬁeld (2.4),
takes the form :
 
  
s(r w )
1 − s(r w ) 0
f5
f7
 f2  .
f4  = 
0
1
0
(2.6)
f8
f6
0 1 − s(r w )
s(r w )
In this language, the usual no-slip boundary conditions are recovered in the limit
s(r w ) → 0 everywhere (incoming velocities are equal and opposite to the outgoing
velocities), whereas the perfect free-shear proﬁle is obtained with s(r w ) ≡ 1. The
formalism is suﬃciently ﬂexible to allow the study of both spatial inhomogeneity of a
given hydrophobic material and/or the eﬀects of diﬀerent degrees of hydrophobicity
at diﬀerent spatial locations.
The above LBE scheme has already been successfully tested in the case of a
homogeneous slippage s(r w ) = s0 , ∀r w (Sbragaglia & Succi 2005). In that case, it has
been shown (see Appendix B) that the LBE scheme converges to an hydrodynamic
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limit with the slip boundary condition
u = A Kn |∂n u | + B Kn2 ∂n2 u ,

(2.7)

where the parameters A, B can be tuned by changing the degree of slippage, s0 and
the external forcing. In this case, the LBE reproduces the analytical prediction for
the slip length, obtained by assuming the existence of a Poiseuille velocity proﬁle
and, with a suitable choice of A, B in (2.7), we can show that the model is also able
to ﬁt the experimental nonlinear dependencies on the Knudsen number observed in
Maurer et al. (2004) for nitrogen and helium.
3. Hydrodynamic limit
To begin with, we wish to analyse the hydrodynamic limit, Kn → 0, of the previous
LBE models with non-homogeneous boundary conditions, as dictated by the spacedependent proﬁle of the slip function, s(r w ), at the walls. For the sake of simplicity,
we shall conﬁne our attention to the continuum limit of zero lattice spacing and time
increments, δx = δt → 0. Starting from the discretized equations (2.1), we obtain for
the continuum limit of the LBE:

1
(3.1)
∂t fl + (cl · ∇)fl = − fl − fl(eq) + Fl .
τ
In the following, we are interested in the case of stationary time-independent
solutions (small-Reynolds regime). For this purpose, we may formally write the
solution of (3.1) by using the time-independent Green’s function:
fl (r) =

∞


(−1)n (τ (cl · ∇))n fl(eq) (ρ, u) + τ Fl .

(3.2)

n=0

Notice that by deﬁning τ = KnLz /cs (cs being the sound speed velocity), (3.2) can
be interpreted as a formal solution in powers of the Knudsen number. By recalling
the expression of the hydrodynamic ﬁelds (2.2), it can readily be checked that the
boundary velocity can be expressed as a function of the velocity stress, ∂i uj , at the
boundary itself. For the sake of simplicity, we report here only the ﬁrst-order term
(in the Knudsen and Mach numbers) of the expansion (see Appendix B):
u (r w ) = Kn

c
cs

s(r w )
|∂n u (r w )| + O(Kn2 ),
1 − s(r w )

(3.3)

which is a direct generalization of the result obtained for the case of homogeneous
boundary conditions (2.7) with c the lattice velocity and cs the sound speed velocity.
The main diﬀerence is that, owing to the spatial dependence of the stress tensor
along the wall, subtle nonlinear eﬀects may be triggered by the spatial correlation
between the slip function s(r w ) and the stress at the wall. Let us make a short
digression on the LBE potential and limitations. In order to clarify the range
of applications of the method, let us estimate the typical parameters necessary to
simulate a microchannel of height, D = 100 µm, ﬁlled with water, νH2 O = 10−2 cm2 s−1 ,
or with air, νair = 1.510−1 cm2 s−1 . Considering that the mean free path is λH2 O ∼ 1 nm
and λair ∼ 0.1 µm, we obtain the following Knudsen numbers for the two ﬂows,
KnH2 O ∼ 10−5 and Knair ∼ 10−3 . With Lz = 100 grid points for the discretization of the
microchannel height, we have δx = D/Lz = 1 µm. The relation between the kinematic
viscosity and the grid lattice spacing and time increments is readily derived starting
from the expression of the kinematic viscosity in physical units: ν = Cs2 δt (τ − 1/2),
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where the factor 1/2 comes from the Lattice discretization and Cs is the sound speed
in physical units, namely 103 m s−1 and 3 × 102 m s−1 for water and air, respectively.
In lattice units, we have Cs = cs (δx /δt ), so that ν = ((τ − 1/2)3δx2 /δt ), where cs2 = 1/3.
As a result, the relaxation times in the two cases can be estimated as follows,
(τH2 O − 1/2) ∼ 10−3 and (τair − 1/2) ∼ 10−2 . Since the inviscid limit ν → 0 is singular,
the value of τ cannot be taken arbitrarily close to 1/2 because of numerical instability
(it should be observed that, for 1/2 < τ < 1, the discrete distribution fl is no longer
guaranteed to be positive deﬁnite (Luo & Lallemand 2000; Boghosian et al. 2001;
Ansumali & Karlin 2002b; Luo 2002). Actual practice shows that the instability
threshold is reached for (τ − 1/2) ∼ 10−3 . Therefore, in order to reach microchannel
height of the order of 100 µm for water, we would need much larger numerical
resolution (see also discussion in § 4.1)
The hydrodynamic equations of motion in the stationary case are:

∇P
1


(u · ∇)u = −
+ ∇ · (νρ∇u),


ρ
ρ



∇ · (ρu) = 0,
(3.4)
s(r w )
c
2 

u (r w ) = Kn
|∂n u (r w )| + O(Kn ), 


cs 1 − s(r w )


u⊥ (r w ) = 0,
where ∇P contains both the imposed mean pressure drop, F, and the ﬂuid pressure
ﬂuctuations. In the limit of small Mach numbers (ρ/ρ
1) we may take a constant
density ρ = 1. Notice that in this limit, the incompressibility constraint ∇ · u = 0
imposes that any nonhomogeneity of u along the wall-parallel direction must be
compensated by an equal and opposite gradient of the normal velocity u⊥ . This
implies that the local velocity proﬁle cannot be unidirectional everywhere (u⊥ = 0).
In (3.3), the local slip properties depend both on Knudsen (linearly for small Kn)
and on the boundary conditions, via the s(r w ) function. The former stems from the
explicit dependence of the viscosity on Kn via the deﬁnition, ν = Cs Lz Kn, and can
be regarded as a ‘bulk’ property, independent of the boundary conditions. As to the
latter, it is important to notice that, in line with Maxwell’s calculation for an ideal
gas, for intermediate values in the range 0 < s < 1, the slip length vanishes in the limit
of zero Knudsen number. We wish to emphasize that, according to the mesoscopic
spirit of the present approach, it is the combined eﬀect of a non-zero Knudsen
and 0 < s < 1 which is meant to mimic the slip eﬀects due to unresolved molecular
interactions. For perfect slippage, s(r w ) = 1, the boundary conditions (3.3) must be
read as (1 − s)u ∝ ∂n u , meaning that second-order terms in the Knudsen number
can no longer be ignored (see also (B 5)). In the small-Knudsen regime, we recover a
free-shear condition ∂n u (r w ) = 0, plus corrections O(Kn). Therefore, for the case of
a periodic array of alternating strips with s(r w ) = 0 or s(r w ) = 1 only, as in ﬁgure 1,
we expect global slip properties almost independent of Kn in the small Kn limit.
In order to assess the eﬀects of the slip on the global quantities, it is useful to
deﬁne the mean proﬁle, u(z). Let us consider for instance the geometry depicted in
ﬁgure 1, where the direction perpendicular to the walls is denoted by ẑ. We deﬁne a
homogeneous mean proﬁle as:

1
u(z) =
u(r) dx dy,
(3.5)
S
where . . . stands for averaging over a plane parallel to the boundary surface, S.
Even though the local velocity does not reproduce a Poiseuille proﬁle, it can be shown
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Figure 2. Results in the plane y = Ly /2 along the channel measured in the transversal strip
conﬁguration (see ﬁgure 1a). (a) The velocity proﬁle. Notice that the pure inlet Poiseuille ﬂow
becomes an almost perfect shear-free proﬁle in the region with s1 = 1. (b) Highlights the local
diﬀerences between the pure Poiseuille ﬂow and the measured proﬁles, showing the result for
(ux (r) − upois
x (r)). Notice the recirculation area, entering deep in the channel bulk, produced
by the alternating slip and no-slip boundary conditions.

from (3.4) that in the case of periodic boundary conditions between inlet and outlet
ﬂows, the mean homogeneous proﬁle (3.5) cannot develop nonlinear stresses, namely:
u(z) = upois (z) + uslip ,

(3.6)

with the notable fact that a slip velocity may appear at the boundary. In (3.6), upois (z)
stands for the Poiseuille parabolic proﬁle with zero velocity at the boundary. A ﬁrst
set of qualitative results are plotted in ﬁgure 2, where the local velocity proﬁles and
the diﬀerence between the observed velocities and the standard no-slip Poiseuille ﬂow
are shown.
From (3.6), we may deﬁne a macroscopic, global slip length, as the distance away
from the wall at which the linearly extrapolated slip proﬁle (3.6) vanishes:
uslip
,
(3.7)
Ls =
|∂z upois (zw )|
where |∂z upois (zw )| is the Poiseuille stress evaluated at the wall. Similarly, we may
deﬁne the mass ﬂow rate gain G as
G≡

Φs
=
Φp

1+

6Ls
,
Lz

(3.8)


Φs = ux (r) dy dz being the actual mass ﬂow rate and Φp the Poiseuille mass ﬂow
rate for our conﬁguration:
dP L3z Ly
,
(3.9)
Φp = −
dx 12µ
with µ the dynamic viscosity of the ﬂuid. In terms of these quantities, we can also
deﬁne the pressure drop reduction,
Pno-slip − P
Π=
,
(3.10)
Pno-slip
which is deﬁned as the gain with respect to the pressure drop corresponding to a
non-slip channel with the same overall throughput, Φs . The pressure drop reduction,
Π, is usually interpreted as an eﬀective drag reduction induced by the slippage.
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4. Numerical results
Next, we present the numerical results obtained from the H-LBE model by changing
the spatial distribution and intensity of the slip function at the boundaries. We shall
also address dependencies of the slip ﬂow on the Knudsen and Reynolds numbers.
We begin by investigating the dependency of the macroscopic slip length, Ls , and
the average mass ﬂow rate through the channel, on the total amount of slip material
deposited on the surface. The natural control parameter for investigating this issue is
the average of the slip function on the boundary wall:

1
sav = s(r w ) =
(4.1)
s(r w ) dS
S
that is best interpreted as the renormalized eﬀect of the total mass of hydrophobic
material deposited on the surface, at the (unresolved) microscopic level.
Secondly, we also present results as a function of the non-homogeneity of the
hydrophobic pattern. This non-homogeneity can be represented by the spatial variance
of the slip function:

1
2
2
 = (s(r w ) − sav )  =
(4.2)
(s(r w ) − s)2 dS.
S
In order to quantify the gain or the loss in the slip ﬂow with respect to the
homogeneous situation, we shall focus our attention mainly on the simplest nontrivial inhomogeneous boundary conﬁgurations sketched in ﬁgure 1.
This corresponds to a periodic array of two strips. In the ﬁrst strip, of length H , the
slip coeﬃcient is chosen as s(r w ) = s1 . In the second strip (of length L−H ), we impose
s(r w ) = s0 . We distinguish the two cases when the strips are oriented longitudinally or
transversally to the mean ﬂow. In these conﬁgurations, the total mass sav is given by:
sav = ξ s1 + (1 − ξ )s0 ,
and the degree of non-homogeneity by:
2 = ξ (1 − ξ )(s1 − s0 )2 .
By choosing (without loss of generality) s1 > s0 , in this conﬁguration the quantity
ξ = H /L is a natural measure of the localization of the slip eﬀect. This geometry
allows us to compare our results with some analytical, numerical and experimental
results for the small Knudsen regime and also to extend the study to the transition
regime. In § 4.3, we shall also present results with slightly more complex boundary
conditions, namely for the case of a bi-periodic pattern of alternating slip and no-slip
boundary conditions.
4.1. Exact results and Knudsen eﬀects
As a validation test, we ﬁrst check whether our model can reproduce some of
the existing results concerning the slip properties of hydrodynamic systems with
boundaries consisting of alternating strips of zero-slip and inﬁnite-slip lengths.
Philip (1972a) analysed this situation using the Navier–Stokes equations for the
case of a cylinder with boundaries made up of alternating longitudinal strips of
perfect-slip and no-slip. This author obtained the following exact result:
long
s

≡

Ls
1
= log (1/cos(πξ/2)),
Ly
π

(4.3)
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Figure 3. Normalized slip length for transversal and longitudinal strips with s1 = 1, s0 = 0. We
plot the normalized slip length as a function of the slip percentage ξ . The system’s dimensions
are those of ﬁgure 1. A ﬁrst set of LBE simulations is carried out at small Knudsen number,
Kn = 1 × 10−3 for transversal (䊐) and longitudinal strips (䊊). These results are compared with
the analytical estimates of Philip (1972a) (dashed line) and Lauga & Stone (2003) (solid
line). Notice the excellent agreement with the analytical results in the hydrodynamic limit.
Another set of simulations is carried out with much larger Knudsen number, Kn = 5 × 10−2
to highlight the eﬀect of rarefaction on the system for both traversal (×) and longitudinal (+)
strips. In the inset, we show the ratio between the slip lengths for parallel and longitudinal
strips for Kn = 1 × 10−3 (䊊) and Kn = 5 × 10−2 (䊐). Here we notice that by increasing the
Knudsen number, the orientation of the strip region with respect to the mean ﬂow becomes
less important.

where ξ is the fraction of the plate where the slip length is inﬁnite and where we have
as the normalized (to the pattern dimension) macroscopic slip length.
deﬁned long
s
Notice that the right-hand side of (4.3) is independent of the radius of the cylinder,
and therefore Philip’s result is directly applicable to our geometry of ﬁgure 1, in the
limit of small Knudsen numbers. Lauga & Stone (2003) analysed the same situation
with the only variant being the use of transversal rather than longitudinal strips. In
the limit of a cylinder with inﬁnite radius (plane wall boundaries), their result for the
normalized slip length can be written as:
trans
s

≡

Ls
1
=
log(1/ cos(πξ/2)).
Lx
2π

(4.4)

In our language, local inﬁnite (zero) slip lengths can be obtained by choosing s1 = 1
(s0 = 0). A consistency check for our mesoscopic H-LBE model is to reproduce
the hydrodynamic limits studied in the aforementioned papers, in the limit of small
Knudsen numbers and large channel aspect ratio, Lz /Lx .
To this purpose, we performed a direct numerical simulation of the H-LBE model
for a channel with square cross-section, Lx = Ly , and diﬀerent heights, Lz . For small
and ﬁxed Knudsen number, by increasing the aspect ratio Lz /Lx at ﬁxed channel
length, Lx , the previous hydrodynamic limits are attained and the normalized slip
lengths trans
, long
are independent of Lz . In ﬁgure 3, we present the results obtained
s
s
for both longitudinal and transversal strips compared with the analytical predictions
(4.3)–(4.4) for a given channel aspect ratio.
The result (see ﬁgure 3) shows that the analytical hydrodynamic results are reproduced well by our mesoscopic model. Moreover, we can go beyond the hydrodynamical
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Figure 4. Local velocity proﬁle in the middle of a slip strip (the one with s1 = 1) for transversal
strips in the geometry depicted in ﬁgure 1. We plot the velocity in the streamwise direction as
a function of the height z for two diﬀerent Reynolds numbers Re ∼ 4.5 (䊐), and Re ∼ 9.5 (䊊).
The Re numbers are estimated as the ratio between the centre channel velocity of the integral
proﬁle and the sound speed velocity cs . Both velocity ﬁelds are normalized with the centre
channel velocity. The Knudsen numbers are Kn = 0.01 and 0.005, respectively. Inset: the same,
but in the middle of a no-slip strip (s0 = 0).

limit studied by Philip (1972a, b) and Lauga & Stone (2003), and investigate the eﬀect
of larger Knudsen numbers on these conﬁgurations, both in the near-hydrodynamic
and in the transition regimes observed in the experiments (Maurer et al. 2004). The
result (see ﬁgure 3) is that an increase of the Knudsen number leads to an increase
and trans
(see inset of
of the slip length, without preserving the ratio between long
s
s
ﬁgure 3).
These results can be explained by observing that upon increasing the Knudsen
number, the ‘non-conductive’ strips which had zero-slip length in the hydrodynamic
regime, acquire a non-zero slip, due to eﬀects of order Kn2 in the boundary conditions
(Sbragaglia & Succi 2005). Moreover, even the perfect-slip strips acquire an additional
slip due to higher-order terms in the Knudsen number, as given in equation (B 5).
Notice that at still relatively small Knudsen numbers, Kn = 0.05, a fairly substantial
increase of the global slip length is observed, which may reach 60–80 % of the typical
pattern dimension for a percentage of the slipping surface ξ ∼ 0.8.
Another interesting question concerns the dependency of the local velocity proﬁle
on the local slip properties with changing Reynolds and Knudsen numbers. We choose
a transversal periodic array of strips with H = Lx /2 and s0 = 0, s1 = 1 and look at
the proﬁles in the middle of the region with s1 = 1 and in the middle of the region
with s0 = 0. The results (ﬁgure 4) clearly indicate a dependency on the Knudsen and
Reynolds numbers only in the slip region. This is readily understood by observing
that the Reynolds number is given by Re = Ma/Kn, so that, by ﬁxing the Mach
number and varying the Reynolds number, we also change the Knudsen number,
thus aﬀecting the local slip properties of the ﬂow. The most interesting result here is
the inversion of concavity for the local proﬁle near the wall in the slip region: a clear
indication of the departure from the parabolic shape of the Poiseuille ﬂow.
Next, we check our method against experimental results and MD simulations.
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Figure 5. (a) Normalized transversal slip length, trans
= Ls /Lx , as a function of the average
s
pressure in the system (inverse of the Knudsen number) and for diﬀerent values of the
localization parameter: ξ = 0.58 (䊐), ξ = 0.65 (䊊), ξ = 0.73 (䉭). The values of s0 , s1 are kept ﬁxed
to s0 = 0 and s1 = 1. This behaviour is qualitatively similar to that observed in MD simulations
of microchannels with grooves, where the degree of slippage localization is governed by the
width of the grooves (see Cottin-Bizonne et al. 2004). In the inset, we show the normalized
slip length for the case ξ = 0.65 as a function of Kn in order to highlight the deviation from
as a function of the local degree of slippage s0 for
the linear behaviour for small Kn. (b) trans
s
diﬀerent values of slippage localization, ξ = 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 (䊐, 䊊, 䉭, respectively). In the inset,
we show the dependency of the slip length, trans
, on the microscopic slip properties, s0 /(1 − s0 ),
s
for the same values of ξ .

For example, in ﬁgure 5, we show the dependence of the transversal normalized slip
, as a function of the inverse of the Knudsen number, i.e. as a function
length, trans
s
of the mean channel pressure, for diﬀerent values of the localization parameter ξ .
This is a direct comparison with the results in ﬁgure 6 of Cottin-Bizonne et al. (2004)
where the evolution of the slip length as a function of the pressure in MD simulations
of a channel with grooves of diﬀerent width is shown. Also in that case, the slip
length increases by either decreasing the pressure (increasing Knudsen) or increasing
the groove width (increasing the region with inﬁnite slip). The two behaviours are
qualitatively similar, with a less pronounced slip length for our case because we show
the case of transversal strips, while in ﬁgure 6 of Cottin-Bizonne et al. (2004) only
the case of longitudinal grooves is presented. Again, we wish to emphasize that the
linear dependence on Kn in the high-Kn regime is a ‘bulk’ property (ν ∼ Kn) which is
triggered by surface eﬀects, i.e. s > 0 in our approach and by ﬁne-tuning of ﬂuid–wall
potentials in MD simulations. In the inset of the same ﬁgure, we show the normalized
slip length as a function of Kn superposed with the linear behaviour expected for
large Kn. Notice that, even for strips with s = 0 and s = 1, the system develops a
ﬁnite slip length with an eﬀective value of the slip function: 0 < seﬀ < 1, for large
Knudsen. On the other hand, for small Kn, the behaviour is more tricky. For the
case of strips with s0 = 0 and s1 = 1, the behaviour clearly departs from the linear
dependency (see inset of ﬁgure 5a, as it should according to the hydrodynamic limit
discussed in Lauga & Stone (2003). The case with s0 > 0 is shown in ﬁgure 5(b),
where we plot trans
at varying levels of slippage, s0 , of one of the two strips (the
s
other being kept ﬁxed to s1 = 1). This is meant to investigate the sensitivity of the
macroscopic observable to the microscopic details. As can be seen, the change is
never dramatic, at least for this conﬁguration. In the inset of ﬁgure 5(b), we can see a
and the local slip properties, s0 /(1 − s0 ). For local slip
linear dependency between trans
s
properties we mean the local slip length as deﬁned from the local boundary condition,
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Figure 6. Results for the pressure drop reduction Π (3.10), as a function of the percentage of
the free-slip area on the surface. The geometry is the same as that investigated experimentally
in ﬁgure 15 of Ou et al. (2004) where a micro-channel with only one surface engraved
with longitudinal strips with super-hydrophobic material is studied (a). Here we present the
results from the experiments (䊉), superposed with our numerical simulations (×) obtained at
Kn = 5 × 10−4 . The numerical mesh is such as to mimic the same geometry of the experiment.
The error bars in the LBE numerics represent the maximum variation obtained by ﬁxing
s1 = 1, in the shear-free area, and changing s0 ∈ [0.4, 0.65] in the normal surface.

u (r w ) ∝ Kn(s(r w )/(1 − s(r w )))|∂n u (r w )|. The same linear trend is observed in ﬁgure
12 of Cottin-Bizonne et al. (2004) for local scaling properties that are not too small,
using a hydrodynamic model with suitable boundary conditions. Notice that while
the behaviour proportional to Kn for large mean free path is expected, the results
for small Kn and s0 = 0, s1 = 1 deserve a delicate hydrodynamic interpretation (both
in LBE approach or the pure hydrodynamic approach) which can eventually be
accomplished by using averaged (global) quantities in the channel.
In ﬁgure 6, we present the same kind of plot as shown in the experimental
investigation (see ﬁgure 15 of Ou et al. 2004). Here, we plot the pressure drop
reduction, Π, in the microchannel as a function of the percentage, ξ , of the free slip
area on the surface (super-hydrophobic material). We note a remarkable agreement
with the experimental results over a wide range of ξ , i.e. the ratio between the
regions with super-hydrophobic and normal material on the wall. The aspect ratios
of the geometry are the same as in the experiment. Given the number of grid points
used to discretize the channel height, Lz = 84, and the LBE relaxation time used,
(τ − 1/2) = 7 × 10−2 , we may interpret the numerical experiment as describing a dense
liquid like water in a channel height of ∼ 2 µm, or an ordinary gas (air) in a channel
height of ∼ 800 µm. This corresponds to a Knudsen number of Kn = 5 × 10−4 , which
is slightly larger than that of the experiment, Knexp = 10−5 . In order to reach Knudsen
numbers comparable with Ou et al. (2004) with water, we would require a much larger
resolution Lz ∼ 103 . We may now tune the free parameters, s0 , s1 in order to match
the experimental results for a given geometry, i.e. a given ξ . Once this is done, we
may change the geometry and check whether the LBE scheme is ﬂexible enough to
follow the experimental trend. We have chosen s1 = 1 in the super-hydrophobic area,
and we have varied s0 ∈ [0.4, 0.65] for the normal material, to match the experiments
at ξ = 0.65. In ﬁgure 6, we show that the LBE results indeed exhibit the same trend
as the experiments as a function of ξ . Overall, there is a small dependence of Π on
the unknown value of s0 , at least in the range considered, as already shown by the
data presented in ﬁgure 5. Once the correct values of s1 and s0 , able to reproduce the
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Figure 7. Normalized transversal slip length, trans
= Ls /Lx , for boundary conditions as in
s
ﬁgure 1 with s1 = sav +  in a fraction ξ = H /Lx = 1/2 and s0 = sav −  in the other. The
Knudsen number is Kn = 0.001. We plot the normalized slip length as a function of the
heterogeneity parameter  and the following values of sav are considered: sav = 0.4 (䊐),
sav = 0.5 (䊊), sav = 0.6 (䉭). Inset: same trends as the main body, but for the mass ﬂow rate
gain G.

experimental results, are identiﬁed, we can use the present LBE method to predict
and extend the outcomes of other experiments with diﬀerent geometries and/or
distributions of the same hydrophobic material on the surface.
4.2. Eﬀects of heterogeneity and of localization
As a next step, we address of the eﬀect of the roughness, the total mass of the
hydrophobic material, and the localization over the surface.
To this purpose, we choose a transversal conﬁguration where H = Lx /2 (ﬁxed
localization, ξ = 0.5) and
s0 = sav + ,

s1 = sav − ,

thus yielding s = sav for any degree of heterogeneity, .
We then look, for a given sav , at how the slip properties of the system respond to
changes in the excursion, , at ﬁxed localization ξ . The results for the normalized
transversal slip length, trans
, and the mass ﬂow rate gain, are presented in ﬁgure 7.
s
Both the slip length and the mass ﬂow rate increase by increasing . Notice that
we can easily reach slip lengths which are of the order of 10 % of the channel
pattern dimension by increasing the heterogeneity at ﬁxed total mass of slip material
deposited on the surface. Similarly, the mass ﬂow rate gain, G, is increased in
the order of 20–30 % with respect to the Poiseuille ﬂow. In other words, the best
throughput is obtained by increasing the inhomogeneity of the slippage material
deposited on the surface (experimentally this means keeping the region covered
by hydrophobic molecules as segregated as possible from the region covered with
hydrophilic molecules).
Another possible way to compute the slippage eﬀects is to analyse the slippage
at ﬁxed total mass of hydrophobic material, varying both the localization and the
heterogeneity. To this purpose, we choose again a transversal conﬁguration where we
ﬁx the total mass sav and we choose s1 = sav /ξ , s0 = 0, ξ = H /Lx being the degree of
localization associated with a given heterogeneity. The result (ﬁgure 8) is that the
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Figure 8. Normalized transversal slip length, trans
= Ls /Lx , for boundary conditions of
s
transversal strips as in ﬁgure 1 with s1 = sav /ξ in a fraction ξ and s0 = 0 in the other.
The Knudsen number is Kn = 0.001. We plot the normalized slip length as a function of the
localization parameter ξ for the following values of sav : sav = 0.25 (䊐), sav = 0.5 (䊊), sav = 0.75
(䉭). Inset: same trends of the main body, but for the mass ﬂow rate gain G.

slippage is greater as the degree of localization, and, consequently, of the roughness,
is increased.
4.3. Mean ﬁeld approach and beyond
Let us develop out a mean ﬁeld approach which is able to reproduce the qualitative
trends observed so far in the case when the local slippage is not too high (s < 1). In
the boundary condition (3.3) there is a coupling between the local velocity ﬁeld and
the stresses at the wall. Obviously, the averaged slip length depends both on s(r w )
and on the stresses.
In order to highlight the eﬀect of the slip function on the mean quantities, as a
ﬁrst approximation, we can leave the wall stress ﬁxed at its Poiseuille value, and work
only on the properties of s(r w ), namely:


s
uslip  ∼
.
(4.5)
1−s
For the conﬁguration analysed so far, without loss of generality we deﬁne:
δ=

s1 − s0
,
2

s+ =

s0 + s1
,
2

and write the averaged slip properties s/(1 − s) as a function of δ and s+ :


s0
s1
s+ − δ
s+ + δ
s
+ p1
= p0
= p0
+ p1
,
1−s
1 − s0
1 − s1
1 − s+ + δ
1 − s+ − δ

(4.6)

where p1 , p0 = 1 − p1 are the percentages of the surface associated with slip and
no-slip areas, respectively. Making use of Taylor expansion up to second order in δ
we obtain:


δ
δ2
s+
s
+
(p
−
p
)
+
.
(4.7)
≈
1
0
1−s
1 − s+
(1 − s+ )2
(1 − s+ )3
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Figure 9. (a) The conﬁguration with a transversal bi-strip structure at the walls. The total
boundary lengths are Lx , Ly (stream, span). The slip coeﬃcient is chosen as s1 = 1 in two
strip of length H and s0 = 0 in the others. The distance between the two strips is d. Periodic
boundary conditions are always assumed in the spanwise and streamwise directions. (b) Results
for the slip length and the mass ﬂow-rate gain (inset) as a function of the distance d (in lattice
units) between the two free-shear (s = s1 ) strips of width H = 20 (in lattice units). All the other
parameters, Lx = Ly = 64, Lz = 84, Kn = 1 × 10−3 are ﬁxed.

Since p1 = H /Lx = ξ and p0 + p1 = 1, we ﬁnally obtain:


δ(2ξ − 1)(1 − s+ ) + δ 2
s+
s
+
.
≈
1−s
1 − s+
(1 − s+ )3

(4.8)

First, in our case of a ﬁxed localization, by setting ξ = 1/2 we have s+ = sav , δ = 
and we obtain:


sav
2
s
≈
+
,
(4.9)
1−s
1 − sav
(1 − sav )3
that results in a greater slippage when the heterogeneity  is increased. However, note
that (4.8) has its leading order in the term 2ξ − 1, and it is the sign of this term that
governs the dependence of the eﬀective slippage in the most general case (ξ = 1/2).
Secondly, if we choose s1 = sav /ξ and s0 = 0, as for the case with ﬁxed total mass,
we obtain δ = sav /2ξ and s+ = sav /2ξ . This results in


2
sav
sav (4ξ 2 − 2ξ )(2ξ − sav ) + 2ξ sav
s
,
(4.10)
≈
+
1−s
(2ξ − sav )
(2ξ − sav )3
that, as a function of the localization ξ , yields a qualitative agreement with our
analysis, supporting the idea that the eﬀect of slippage is greater when slip properties
are localized.
It should be appreciated that the mean ﬁeld approach discussed above is not
exhaustive. In fact, we can design an experiment with the boundary conﬁguration
sketched in ﬁgure 9, and investigate the total slippage as a function of the distance,
d, between the strips. For this geometry, the mean ﬁeld approach presented earlier
would yield the same results, irrespective of d.
On the other hand, we expect nonlinear eﬀects to be present when the strips become
close enough, owing to the correlation between s(r w ) and the stress at the boundary,
∂n u(r w ). Indeed, as can be seen from ﬁgure 9, the slippage is increased when the two
strips become closer to each other.
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This eﬀect, even if only of the order of 10 % in the mass ﬂow rate with respect to
the conﬁguration for d  1, cannot be captured by the previous mean ﬁeld argument.
Notice that a similar sensitivity to the geometrical pattern of the slip and no-slip
areas has been reported in the experimental investigation of Ou et al. (2004), where
it was found that for the same microchannel geometries and shear-free area ratios,
micro-ridges aligned along the ﬂow direction consistently outperform regular arrays of
microposts. Similar considerations have also been presented by Vinogranova (1999).
5. Conclusions
We have presented a mesoscopic model of the ﬂuid–wall interactions which
proves capable of reproducing some properties of ﬂows in microchannels. We have
deﬁned a suitable implementation of the boundary conditions in a lattice version
of the Boltzmann equation describing a single-phase ﬂuid in a microchannel with
heterogeneous slippage properties on the surface. In particular, we have shown that
it is suﬃcient to introduce a slip function, 0 6 s(r w ) 6 1, deﬁning the local degree
of slip of hydrodynamic ﬁelds at the surface, to reproduce qualitatively and, in
some cases, even quantitatively, the trends observed either in MD simulations or in
some experiments. The function s(r w ) plays the role of a renormalizing factor, which
incorporates microscopic eﬀects within the mesoscopic description.
We have analysed slip properties in terms of slip length, Ls , slip velocity, Vs , pressure
drop gain, Π and mass ﬂow rate Φs , as a function of the degree of slippage, and its
spatial localization. The latter parameter is mimicking the degree of roughness of the
ultrahydrophobic material in real experiments.
With a proper choice of the slip function s(r w ) in longitudinal and transversal
conﬁgurations, we have reproduced previous analytical results concerning pressuredriven hydrodynamic ﬂows with boundaries made up of alternating strips of zero-slip
and inﬁnite-slip (free-shear) lengths (Philip 1972a, b; Lauga & Stone 2003). We have
also discussed the increment of the slip length in the transition regime, i.e. where
the Maxwell-like slip boundary conditions (1.1) are supposed to be replaced by
second-order ones (1.2).
The local velocity proﬁle has also been studied with varying Reynolds and Knudsen
numbers and the local slip properties on the surface.
The method introduced is able to describe slip lengths of the order of the total
height of the channel (of the order of tens of µm), or fractions thereof. This is
accompanied by an important increase in the mass ﬂow rate, or equivalently, in the
pressure drop gain. Whenever possible, we have compared the results based on the
heterogeneous LBE with MD simulations and with some recent experiments.
In particular, we have shown that by a suitable choice of bulk viscous properties
and surface imposed eﬀects, the H-LBE approach is able to mimic the increase of
the slip length as a function of the inverse of the mean pressure in the channel, as
observed in recent MD simulations by Cottin-Bizonne et al. (2004). Concerning the
same MD simulations, we have found a similar linear dependence of the macroscopic
slip lengths, Ls as a function of the microscopic slip properties at the surface. As to
the experiments, we have shown that the H-LBE approach is able to achieve semiquantitative agreement with the experimental study presented in Ou et al. (2004),
concerning the slip properties as a function of the relative importance of regions with
high-slip and low-slip at the surface. The natural application of our numerical tool
consists in tuning the free parameters s0 and s1 in order to reproduce experimental
results in controlled geometries.
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Figure 10. (a) Two- and three-dimensional lattice discretization of the velocities in the LBE
schemes used in this work. The velocities entering in the north wall in the two-dimensional
scheme are f5 , f2 , f6 . The outgoing velocities are f7 , f4 , f8 . At the south wall the roles are
exchanged.

Then, we can use the LBE scheme with the given s0 and s1 values, to explore ﬂows
in diﬀerent geometries and/or with diﬀerent patterns of the same slip and no-slip
materials.
The method is a natural candidate for studying ﬂow properties in more complex
geometries, of direct interest for applications. Transport and mixing of active or
passive quantities (macromolecules, polymers, etc. . .) can also be addressed.
By deﬁnition, the present H-LBE description is limited to a phenomenological
interpretation of the slip function. A natural development of this approach, is to
implement a multi-phase Boltzmann description, able to account for the wall–ﬂuid
interactions and ﬂuid–ﬂuid interactions at a more microscopic level.
This route should open the possibility of discussing the formation of a gas phase
close to the wall, induced by the microscopic details of the ﬂuid–wall physics. Results
along this direction will be the subject of a forthcoming publication (Benzi et al.
2005).

Appendix A
The lattice Boltzmann equation (LBE) for a pressure-driven channel ﬂow is a
stream-and-collide equation involving the particle distribution function fl (x, t) of
ﬁnding a particle with velocity cl (discrete velocity phase-space) in x at time t. The
equation is written in the following form:
fl (r + cl δt , t + δt ) − fl (r, t) = −

 δx
δt 
fl (r, t) − fl(eq) (ρ, u) + 2 F gl ,
τ
c

(A 1)

where τ is the relaxation time and gl is the projection of the forcing term along cl ,
with the property


gl = 0
gl cl = 1.
(A 2)
l

l

For the case of the two-dimensional grid (2DQ9) depicted in ﬁgure 10, gl can be
taken with the following properties:
g1 = −g3

g5 = g8 = −g6 = −g7 ,

(A 3)

leaving only one unknown parameter, say g5 . Discrete space and time increments
are δx , δt , with c = δx /δt the intrinsic lattice velocity. The equilibrium distribution
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fl(eq) (ρ, u) is given by:



(cl · u) 1 (cl · u)2
1 u2
,
+
−
fl(eq) (ρ, u) = wl ρ 1 +
cs2
2 cs4
2 cs2

(A 4)

where cs2 = c2 /3 is the sound speed velocity. Concerning the 2DQ9 model used here,
the velocity phase space is identiﬁed by the following discrete set of velocities:

c0
=
(0, 0)c,

cα = c1 , c2 , c3 , c4 = (1, 0)c, (0, 1)c, (−1, 0)c, (0, −1)c,
(A 5)

c5 , c6 , c7 , c8 = (1, 1)c, (−1, 1)c, (−1, −1)c, (1, −1)c,
and the equilibrium weights are w0 = 4/9, wl = 1/9 for l = 1, . . . , 4, wl = 1/36 for
l = 5, . . . , 8. For the three-dimensional analysis we use a 19-speed model (3DQ19)
identiﬁed by:

c0
=
(0, 0, 0)c,

= ( ± 1, 0, 0)c, (0, ±1, 0)c, (0, 0, ±1)c,
c1,2 , c3,4 , c5,6
(A 6)
cα =

c7,...,10 , c11,...,14 , c15,...,18 = (±1, ±1, 0)c, (±1, 0, ±1)c, (0, ±1, ±1)c,
and equilibrium weights w0 = 1/3, wl = 1/18 for l = 1, . . . , 6, wl = 1/36, l = 8, . . . , 19.
The hydrodynamic variables, such as density ρ and momentum ρu, are moments
of the distribution function fl = fl (x, t):


ρ=
fl ,
ρu =
cfl ,
(A 7)
l

l

and in order to derive hydrodynamic equations from (A 1), we must consider the
following expansions:
fl (r + cl δt , t + δt ) =

∞

n=0

fl =

∞


∂t =

n=0
∞


n

n

n!

fl(n) ,

n

∂tn ,

Dtn fl (r, t),

(A 8)
(A 9)
(A 10)

n=0

where = δt and Dt = (∂t + cl · ∇).
We can use the expansions (A 8), (A 9), (A 10) in (A 1) and by equating order-byorder in , self-consistent diﬀerential constraints on fl(n) are obtained.
Up to the ﬁrst order in , with ∂t = ∂t0 + ∂t1 , we obtain the following equations:

∂t ρ + ∇(ρu) = 0,

1
1
(A 11)
∂t u + (u · ∇)u = − ∇P + ∇ · (νρ∇u),
ρ
ρ
with ν = ((τ − 1/2)3)(δx2 /δt ) and where ∇P contains both the imposed mean pressure
drop, F, and the ﬂuid pressure ﬂuctuations.
Appendix B
Let us now go back to (A 1), and derive explicitly the non-homogeneous boundary
conditions used in (3.3), in the limit δx = δt → 0, with c = δx /δt → 1. We specialize the
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discussion to the steady-state boundary condition at the north wall (z = Lz ) for the
two-dimensional lattice (2DQ9):
f7 (r w ) = (1 − s(r w ))f5 (r w ) + s(r w )f6 (r w ),
f4 (r w ) = f2 (r w ),
f8 (r w ) = (1 − s(r w ))f6 (r w ) + s(r w )f5 (r w ).
Assuming a constant density proﬁle ρ = 1 in the ﬂuid, by deﬁnition we have for
r = rw:
u (r w ) = f1 (r w ) − f3 (r w ) + f5 (r w ) − f6 (r w ) + f8 (r w ) − f7 (r w ).
(B 1)
2
In the limit of small Mach numbers, disregarding all O(u ) terms in the equilibrium
distribution and using the steady state, ∂t f = 0, expansion:
fl (r) =

∞

(−1)n (τ (cl ∇))n fl(eq) (ρ, u) + τ Fl ,

(B 2)

n=0

we ﬁnally obtain the estimate for the slip velocity u :
2
2
u (r w ) = 2F τg1 + u (r w ) + c2 τ 2 ∂ u (r w )
3
3

u (r w ) cτ
cτ
+ 2s 2F τg5 +
− ∂ u⊥ (r w ) − ∂⊥ u (r w )
6
6
6

2 2
2 2
c τ 2
c τ
(∂ + ∂⊥2 )u (r w )+
∂ ∂⊥ u (r w ) + O(τ 3 ).
+
6
3

(B 3)

By noticing that the external forcing, F , is of the order of magnitude of the secondorder stress, |∂⊥2 u (r w )|ν, and ν = cs2 τ , the ﬁrst order in Kn of (A 3) for s(r w ) = 1
reads:
s(r w )
c
(B 4)
|∂n u (r w )|,
u (r w ) = Kn
cs 1 − s(r w )
where we have used Lz ∂⊥ = ∂n , τ = Lz Kn/cs , ∂n u (r w ) = − |∂n u (r w )|, which is the
expression used in the text. The case s(r w ) = 1 can be obtained explicitly from (B 3)
and results in
(B 5)
∂⊥ u (r w ) = 2cτ ∂2 u (r w ),
that, since τ ∼ Kn is a ﬁrst order in Kn relation between the ﬁrst-order and secondorder stress. The second-order calculation in Kn is particularly simple, if we specialize
to a homogeneous case (∂ (•) = 0). After some calculations, we obtain:
u = Kn

c
cs

s
|∂n u | + Kn2
1−s

c
cs

2

(1 − 4g5 )|∂n2 u |,

(B 6)

which is the second-order, in Kn, boundary conditions, with unknown parameters s
and g5 (0 6 g5 6 1/4 ) used by Sbragaglia & Succi (2005).
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